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The government has set ambitious targets in the clean energy arena, but there has been some slowing down of late. Reliance’s entry into this sector should
galvanise action ...
RIL AGM 2021 | Reliance’s renewable energy foray is a welcome initiative
The United States has the resources and technology to shift away from fossil fuels and build an energy system entirely run on renewables, according to a
new report released Thursday by Environment ...
America Has More Than Enough Renewable Resources to Meet All of Its Energy Needs, Says Report
GeoX Energy, Inc. (“GeoX”), an emerging growth geothermal company that is seeking to commercialize technologies to install supercritical geothermal
power stations at scale in the U.S. and ...
GeoX Energy, Inc. Announces Investment from Nabors
A public-private partnership between Los Alamos National Laboratory and Southern California-based Oberon Fuels has secured funding from the US
Department of Energy (DOE) to scale-up steam reforming ...
Los Alamos and Oberon Fuels receive DOE funding to produce renewable hydrogen from renewable DME (rDME)
Thanks to its very name—renewable energy—we can picture ... the days when competition over finite supplies of energy was a recurring source of conflict
will soon draw to a close.
The Future of Renewable Energy Depends on China
U.S. President Joe Biden’s target to decarbonize the nation’s power industry by 2035 will only be achievable if clean energy technologies like advanced
nuclear and carbon capture rapidly become ...
REUTERS EVENTS Duke Energy CEO sees hurdles for Biden's decarbonization timeline
Advanced Battery Energy Storage System Market Opportunities, Size, Share, Emerging Trends, Technological Innovation, Forecasts & Regional Analysis
(Latin America, North America, Asia Pacific, Europe, ...
Advanced Battery Energy Storage System Market Size, Growth | Report [2027]
The teaming up of Sage, Virya, and Nabors will allow the partnership to realize significant synergies. Nabors has a wealth of strengths including broad
global reach, technology development, deployment ...
Sage Geosystems and Nabors Industries team up to accelerate commercialization of geothermal energy
A pioneering resource is now available that can provide clean, renewable energy at a fraction of the cost of existing, carbon-free methods. It uses existing
natural resources to produce energy ...
Miller: Hydropower is a zero-carbon energy source at our doorstep
THE Department of Energy (DoE) has identified 15 sites as possible locations for nuclear power generating plants, subject to further evaluation of their
potential to meet international norms for such ...
Energy dep’t says 15 sites identified with potential to host future nuclear facilities
Ambani said first part of RIL's plan is to build "Four Giga Factories", which will manufacture and fully integrate all critical components of new energy
ecosystem. These factories will work in the ...
RIL aims to disrupt clean energy business with Rs 75,000 cr investment plan
Press Release Heliogen, the renewable energy technology company unlocking the power of sunlight to replace fossil fuels, today announced that it has raised
$108 million in two funding rounds to ...
Heliogen Raises $108 Million to Advance New Non-Intermittent Renewable Energy Technology for Heat, Power, and Green Hydrogen
U.S. President Joe Biden’s target to decarbonize the nation’s power industry by 2035 will only be achievable if clean energy technologies like advanced
nuclear and carbon capture rapidly become ...
Duke Energy CEO casts doubt on Biden's decarbonization timeline
Thanks to its very name — renewable energy — we can picture ... the days when competition over finite supplies of energy was a recurring source of
conflict will soon draw to a close.
Will there be resource wars in our renewable energy future?
finds that America has abundant renewable resources to meet all of its energy needs. “To a visitor from an earlier century, America in 2021 would be
unimaginably advanced in all ways but one: We still ...
New Report: America Is on the Verge of a Renewable Future
Advanced energy storage systems help in increasing the usage of renewable energy by using renewable sources such as solar and wind energy. The proper
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usage of renewable sources of energy due to ...
Advanced Energy Storage Market To Grow At The Highest Rate During The Forecast Period
In addition, CleanSpark was granted the exclusive distribution rights for FlowGen's advanced wind turbine ... FlowGen's goal is to implement cleaner
renewable energy sources at sites that are ...
CleanSpark Executes Partnership with FlowGen Adding Advanced Renewables to Business Portfolio
"We have already improved energy efficiency by upgrading cooling systems, adding chillers and creating new cold-hot aisle solution in the server rooms.
Using 100% renewable energy resources ...
Data center operator DEAC is implementing "green business" concept and switched to 100% renewable energy sources.
A public-private partnership between Los Alamos National Laboratory (the Laboratory) and Southern California-based Oberon Fuels has secured funding
from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). The ...
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